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Thou shall kill: in order to live! Being a drug lords’ woman proves to be no easy task; especially when
you’re obligated to take over the business that has been nurtured by your man for countless years. After the
arrest of her lover, Carlos, Kamille ‘Kami’ Lathan, holds down the business until his long awaited return.
Kamille quickly learns that nothing last forever as she witnesses Carlos’ murder in their own home.
Abandoned, now for the second time in her life and feeling indebted to him; she immediately picks up where
he left off. With Carlos’ best friend Joe, by her side, Kamille can’t go wrong. Always a lover of the streets
and respected throughout the city of Atlanta, Kamille finds it easier, by the day, to take another persons’ life
in order to maintain the crown that has been passed to her. Having her best friend, Natasha, around to assist
in the day-to-day dealings of the dope world; they form a clique of female hustlers, gangsters, murderers and
robbers. With Kamille holding the lead, the group is unstoppable. While plotting her revenge on the king pin
believed to be responsible for Carlos’ death, Kamille’s life begins to spiral out of control. Her once desirable
life quickly becomes an erupted volcano with never ending duplicity. Greed sheds light on so-called friends
and jealousy of Kamille’s success rears its ugly head; life as she knows it, falls apart. Who can she trust?
Where can she turn? Giving up and bailing out is not an option. For reasons unknown, Kamille finds herself
wanted dead by those she once shared close bonds with. Stemming from an entourage that catered to her
every need; she finds herself nearly alone with only a few people in the world that she can completely
depend on. Creating new plans, moving fast, meeting new hustlers and murdering her enemies is the only
way for her to maintain her rightfully earned title as the Candy Lady.
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From reader reviews:

Mark Giordano:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make them survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place and
notice by means of surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated the item for a
while is reading. Sure, by reading a e-book your ability to survive boost then having chance to endure than
other is high. For yourself who want to start reading a new book, we give you this Candy Lady book as
beginner and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Denise Welton:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. That book Candy Lady was colourful and of course has pictures
around. As we know that book Candy Lady has many kinds or style. Start from kids until youngsters. For
example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there.
Therefore , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and relax. Try
to choose the best book in your case and try to like reading that will.

Marvis Byrnes:

A lot of publication has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by internet on social media. You
can choose the best book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is identified as
of book Candy Lady. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book, it can add
your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about guide. It can
bring you from one destination to other place.

Gordon Woods:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information coming from a book. Book is published or printed or illustrated from each source which filled
update of news. Within this modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for a person.
From media social like newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and
comic. You can add your understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out
your book? Or just seeking the Candy Lady when you required it?
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